
Natural Language Processing
 

Lecture 22: NLP for Low-Resource Languages 

Some slides & instruction ideas borrowed from:  
Greg Durret, Mohit Iyyer, & Mar’Aurelio Ranzato



Logistics

• Homework 6 due this Thursday (April 18) 

• AP2 and 259 Mid-project reports are being graded. 

• AP3 is due April 26 

• Tonight: NLP for low resource languages



So far …
• Mostly: NLP for English 

• Other languages: 

• Machine Translation 

• Tokenization 

• Parsing & Semantics: 

• Universal Dependency Bank 

• FrameNet



Languages of the World

https://endangeredlanguages.com/



Languages of the World

• 6500+ languages around the world 

• ~70% of the world don’t speak English.   

• Only 10%- of the world are native English speakers.



NLP Ethics: Exclusion of the underprivileged

https://www.statista.com/statistics/266808/the-most-spoken-languages-worldwide/



Data



NLP Beyond English



NLP for low resource languages

• 310 languages that have at least 1M speakers each (Eberhard et al 2019) 

• Goal: supporting tech development          increasing participation in a 
digital world 

• The low-resource setting can be applied for non main-stream domains of 
high resource languages too. 

• Bender rule: clarifying the language of focus in publications.



Generating Additional Data

• Shortage of labeled data for supervised learning is the most prevalent 
challenge 

• Annotation with Active Learning 

• Data Augmentation 

• Cross-lingual projection



Annotation by Active Learning

• Optimizing the new 
annotation iteratively

https://keras.io/examples/nlp/active_learning_review_classification/



Data Augmentation

• Expand your data by 
augmenting the (small) 
existing ones.

Fadaee et al 2017Challenge: Scaling can result in noisy data.



Weak Supervision

• Leveraging from MT data 
to create labeled data for 
other tasks.



Cross Lingual Projection

• Use word alignments to project the labels across. 

• Partially noisy data, better than no data.

Xi & Hwa 2005, Das & Petrov 2011



Cross Lingual Projection
• Use machine translation (and its word/phrase 

alignments) to project the labels across. 

• Partially noisy data, better than no data.

Khalil et al 2019, Amjad et al 2020



Cross Lingual Projection
• Use machine translation (and its word/phrase 

alignments) to project the labels across. 

• Partially noisy data, better than no data.

Khalil et al 2019, Amjad et al 2020

Challenge: Availability of parallel data/MT



Transfer Learning
• A lot of neural-based methodologies for dense representation and modeling 

are supposedly language agnostic. 

• Word-piece tokenization, Byte-pair-encoding, etc. address a lot of 
morphological differences —> pre-trained embedding for 270+ languages 

• Monolingual BERT has been applied successfully to many languages



Transfer Learning
• A lot of neural-based methodologies for dense representation and modeling 

are supposedly language agnostic. 

• Word-piece tokenization, Byte-pair-encoding, etc. address a lot of 
morphological differences —> pre-trained embedding for 270+ languages 

• Monolingual BERT has been applied successfully to many languages

Challenge: Availability and diversity of unlabeled data for low resource languages. 
Word embeddings quality can vary.



Transfer Learning
• A lot of neural-based methodology for dense representation and modeling are 

language agnostic 

• Word-piece tokenization, Byte-pair-encoding, etc. address a lot of 
morphological differences —> pre-trained embedding for 270+ languages 

• Monolingual BERT has been applied successfully to many languages 

• What about pre-training a shared pre-trained model?  

• Multi-lingual models



Multilingual Models

• Combining data into one multilingual model  

• Multilingual BERT, XLM-RoBERTa



Cross-lingual Zero Shot Learning
• Goal: We have labeled data for task X in high resource language.  We want 

a model for task X in a low resource language. 

• Idea: Leverage the resources for the high resource language 

•



Cross-lingual Zero Shot Learning
• Goal: We have labeled data for task X in high resource language.  We want a model for task 

X in a low resource language. 

• Idea: Leverage the resources for the high resource language. 

• Zero-shot: Fine-tune the multilingual backbone with the task X with the high resource 
language data (and flexible prompts/instructions)  towards generalizing for the low resource 
languages. 

• NER (lin et al, 2019), reading comprehension (Hsu et al 2019), Parsing (Muller et al 2020) 

• Few shot: Add small set (10-100) of low-resource labeled data



Transfer Learning

• Low resource languages in multi-lingual pre-trained language models. 

• Challenge: Availability of diversity of data for low resource languages 

• Word embedding quality can vary a lot.



Aya at a glance.

Optimization Under Extreme 
Constraints: The tale of 101 
languages

UC-Berkeley NLP INFO 159/259
Sara Hooker

cohere.com/research/aya



Cohere For AI
Exploring the unknown, together.

Open Science

● Research Lab
● Publications
● Scholars 

Program

 Forum

● Fireside Chats
● Technical Talks
● Guest Series
● AI Policy/Safety 

● Cross-institutional 
collaborations

● Open science 
initiatives

Research



Fundamental research on critical areas like efficiency, LLMs at 
scale, safety, hardware/software interaction.



Cohere For AI is one of the first intentionally hybrid research labs -- with 
both a traditional industry lab and an open science lab.

The goal is to create new 
spaces where state of 

art research happens – 
and to empower more 

entry points into 
machine learning.



● Published 32 papers last year 
● Including 7 papers published by our Research Scholars
● Collaborated across 40+ institutions and organizations

In 2023: our goal was to contribute state of art research in machine 
learning.



Accelerating Multilingual AI through open science cohere.com/research/aya
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at a Glance



Achinese · Afrikaans · Albanian · Amharic · Arabic · Arabic · Armenian · Azerbaijani 

Balinese · Banjar · Basque · Belarusian · Bemba · Bengali · Bulgarian · Burmese · Catalan 

Cebuano · Chinese · Croatian · Czech · Danish · Dutch · English · Esperanto · Estonian 

Filipino · Finnish · Fon · French · Galician · Georgian · German · Greek · Gujarati · Haitian 

Creole · Hausa · Hebrew · Hindi · Hungarian · Icelandic · Igbo · Indonesian · Irish

Italian · Japanese · Javanese · Kannada · Kanuri · Kashmiri · Kazakh · Khmer

Kinyarwanda · Korean · Kurdish · Kurdish · Kyrgyz · Lao · Latvian · Ligurian · Lithuanian 

Luxembourgish · Macedonian · Madurese · Malagasy · Malay · Malayalam · Maltese 

Manipuri · Maori · Marathi · Minangkabau · Mongolian · Nepali · Ngaju · Northern Sotho

Norwegian · Pashto · Persian · Polish · Portuguese · Punjabi · Romanian · Russian

Samoan · Scottish Gaelic · Serbian · Shona · Sindhi · Sinhala · Slovak · Slovenian

Somali · Southern Sotho · Spanish · Sundanese · Swahili · Swedish · Tajik · Tamasheq

Tamil · Telugu · Thai · Toba Batak · Turkish · Twi · Ukrainian · Urdu · Uzbek · Vietnamese

Welsh · Wolof · Xhosa · Yiddish · Yoruba · Zulu



Today, I’ll talk about 
instruction tuning under 

severe constraints.



“The limits of my language means the 
limits of my world.”

― Ludwig Wittgenstein



Why is multilingual 
modelling so challenging?



Several key reasons it is challenging:

- Data scarcity
- Low quality data
- Access to compute (double low resource bind)
- Technical obstacles (weighting, tokenization)

Low resource languages can disproportionately benefit from 
the effectiveness of instruction finetuning.



There are:
● 7,102 languages in the 

world
● Around 400 languages 

have more than 1M 
speakers and

● around 1,200 languages 
have more than 100k

● 2000 have fewer than a 
1,000 speakers

Sebastian Ruder Keynote, Washington Post 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T8aGnKxO7vRclhjfeDKEiARmsor5Cvsa/view
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2015/04/23/the-worlds-languages-in-7-maps-and-charts/


Languages are not treated equally by researchers. Some languages have 
received disproportionate attention and focus in NLP.  

Sebastian Ruder Keynote

Number of papers 
in top NLP venues 

referencing 
language per 1 

million speakers. 
[Van Etch et al. 

2022]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T8aGnKxO7vRclhjfeDKEiARmsor5Cvsa/view
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2022/pdf/2022.lrec-1.538.pdf
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2022/pdf/2022.lrec-1.538.pdf


This uneven coverage also means that many languages have been left out of 
the technological progress.

Open source multilingual state of art Large 
Language Models (LLM) are pre-trained a 
smaller subset of available languages.



Why have some languages been left behind in technological progress?

Much of our data in large language model 
training comes from the internet.



The composition of languages on the internet reflects the composition of 
early users.

5% of the world speaks English at 
home, yet 63.7% of internet 
communication is in English.

Statista

https://www.statista.com/chart/26884/languages-on-the-internet/


Under-resourced languages often have limited data available….

Sebastian Ruder Keynote

An astounding 80% of 
languages have no-text 
available = only ~1400 
languages have text 

corpus for NLP modeling.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T8aGnKxO7vRclhjfeDKEiARmsor5Cvsa/view


Often multilingual data that is available is also low quality…

“44 of the 65 languages 
that we audited for 

CCAligned containing 
under 50% correct 

sentences, and 19 of the 20 
in WikiMatrix.”

Kreutzer at al. 

https://direct.mit.edu/tacl/article/doi/10.1162/tacl_a_00447/109285


… or may be difficult to generalize from.

One of the most commonly used low 
resource corpus is JW300 – is very 
specialized religious corpus. From 

translated Jehovah witness writings. 
This leads to very specialized language 

that may not generalize to other 
settings we care about. 

Agic et al.

https://aclanthology.org/P19-1310/


The under-indexing of certain languages is also driven by 
access to compute resources. 

Ahia et al. 2021

The double-low resource bind refers 
to the co-occurence of limited data 
availability and high compute costs.

● Mobile data, compute, and other 
computational resources may 
often be expensive or 
unavailable

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.03036


Compute trends also amplify the disparity in who 
participates. Academia phased out, industry dominates. 

AI index report

We are in a 
“bigger is better” 
race in machine 

learning.

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


Who creates popular 
datasets? 

Longpre et al. 2023 

Dataset creators are 
heavily skewed towards 
the west, with few 
datasets created in 
Latin America or Africa. 

This underrepresentation of multilingual data partly reflects the lack of 
access for researchers across the world.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.16787.pdf


This is a trend also reflected in who contributes research 
publications.

AI index report

We are going 
through a 
boom cycle in 
AI funding, 
research and 
the  number of 
overall 
publications 
has increased.

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


Who produces research remains narrow.

AI index report

Large 
discrepancies 
persist in who 
participates in 

research: 

Sub-Saharan Africa 
1.06%

Latin America and 
the Caribbean 

3.57% 

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


This geo disparity is also reflected in who attends 
conferences like  NeurIPS.

AI index report

53.40 % of 
participants are 

from North 
America.

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


Compute trends also amplify the disparity in who 
participates. Academia phased out, industry dominates. 

AI index report

We are in a 
“bigger is better” 
race in machine 

learning.

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


Who participates in research also determines = who 
shapes scientific breakthroughs.

AI index report

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


Let this sink in – look at what continents are left out and 
where breakthroughs come from.

AI index report

https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report/


“When you are not part of the 
conversation, it happens to you 

and not with you.”

Vukosi Marivate
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Without robust multilingual 
datasets to train models, we risk:

Introducing biases 
and gaps in 
performance 
towards languages 
not included.

[Robinson et al. 
2023]

�� 
Creating a 
performance-divide 
for languages with 
limited datasets.

�� 
Marginalizing 
speakers of 
languages not 
included.

�� 
Introducing 
security flaws.

⚠  

[[Ahia et al. 2023]]

https://aclanthology.org/2023.wmt-1.40.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2023.wmt-1.40.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.13707.pdf


Performance on low resource languages are often double taxed – 
with both worse generalization and higher cost

[[Ahia et al. 2023]]

Ahia et al. find that API 
calls are more 
expensive for low 
resource languages 
because of number of 
tokens. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.13707.pdf


The brittleness of models on low resource languages undermines 
overall safety.

[[Yong et al. 2023]]

Jailbreaking presents 
higher success when 
harmful prompt in a low 
resource language – 
particularly high rates 
for zulu and gaelic.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.02446.pdf


Multilingual models present higher levels of factual inconsistency 
then in English.

[[Fierro et al. 2023]]

“Both mBERT and XLM-R  
exhibit a high degree of 
inconsistency in English and 
even more so for all the 
other 45 languages.”

https://aclanthology.org/2022.findings-acl.240.pdf


Our goal is to unlock state of art 
in multilingual generative 

models. It is an exciting time to 
work on that problem – here is 

why.



Several key changes to optimization over last few years have 
led to breakthroughs in high resource language generation:

What are these breakthroughs?



Several key changes to optimization over last few years have 
led to breakthroughs in high resource language generation:

- Scaling
- Pre-training breakthroughs
- Change to multi-task finetuning
- Instruction finetuning
- RLHF

Low resource languages can disproportionately benefit from 
the effectiveness of instruction finetuning.



A “bigger is 
better” race in 
the number of 
model 
parameters has 
gripped the 
field of machine 
learning.

Canziani et al., 2016, Open AI 2019  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.07678.pdf
https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/


This characterizes both vision and NLP tasks.

Link here [Sharir et al. 2020]

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0743731518308773
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.08900.pdf


And involves large increases in both model and dataset sizes:

link

Number of tokens involved in training.

https://babylm.github.io/


Pretraining on larger and larger datasets in an unsupervised 
fashion.

Step 1: 
Unsupervised 
pre-training of 
a transformer 
model on a 
massive web 
crawled dataset 
(i.e. train on 
the internet).

https://jalammar.github.io/how-gpt3
-works-visualizations-animations/



Changed to multi-task fine-tuning. Moving to a single global 
model – train on multiple tasks at once.

Finetuning on a single 
task

Finetuning on many 
different tasks



Why is this a big deal – it transitions from having custom models for 
each task to having a single task-general model that can perform a lot 
of tasks, which only require zero or few examples

Model for 
sentiment analysis

Model for toxicity 
mitigation

Model for topic 
categorization

Single model 
trained on 
multi-task 
finetuning



There has been renewed interest in the types of data that lead to 
powerful zero shot abilities – performing well on completely 
unseen tasks.



It turns out two ingredients have been particularly 
important at leading to breakthroughs in 
performance on zero and few shot tasks:

1. Instruction tuning – 
Structuring multi-task 
fine-tuning data as 
questions and 
answers 

2. Integrating human 
feedback about 
preferences
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Instruction Fine-Tuning (IFT) is a form of model training that enables models to better understand 
and act upon instructions. It is based on the idea that we can use everyday language to ask a model 
to perform a task and in return the model generates an accurate response in natural language. 

Summarize the 
following text:

A B C D

Solve 2 + 2

The answer is 4

Write a short 
paragraph about X

Having both a pet 
bird and a 

What film won the 
2023 Oscar as best 
film?

Everything Everywhere 
All at Once

What Is Instruction 
Fine-Tuning?

Base 
model

Training

Instruct 
model



Instruction Tuning – Finetuning a LLM on a collection of tasks 
described by instructions to improve performance on unseen 
tasks.

Leverage supervision to teach the 
model to perform many NLP tasks.

i.e., zero-shot!

Jason Wei slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mFcPtghIHD1ph3UCO6jD5m7FFkFsNKDoCH5llmzcnAw/edit?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-TpEqXNzVmfZH-vId9OTCFg


This combination – of multitask training and instruction style 
improves zero shot performance.

Finetuned language models are 
zero-shot learners (Wei et al., 2021).



It also requires larger and larger models to take advantage of instruction 
tuning (partly explaining our race to ever larger models).

link

https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/10/introducing-flan-more-generalizable.html


Zero shot performance is particularly helpful for data limited 
regimes. 

● Data limited regimes struggle to realize 
gains of fine-tuning.

● Fine-tuning large language models can be 
expensive (which typically impacts low 
resource languages more Oreva et al. 2021) – 
would be great if a model generalized to a 
task out of the box.

ACL Keynote,Conneau et al. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.03036
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tjeZz8xbEL4peXgUTcucO-4Kaz4Vm-rm/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02116


This makes instruction finetuning a particular promising research 
direction for multilingual, where there is a pronounced skew in the 

“haves” and “have nots.” 

ACL Keynote,Conneau et al. 

The long-tail of multilinguality, few high resource languages and many sparsely 
populated languages.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tjeZz8xbEL4peXgUTcucO-4Kaz4Vm-rm/view
https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02116


Choenni et al. also observe that multi-task finetuning benefits 
multilingual tasks in-distribution performance.

Cross-lingual sharing increases as 
finetuning progresses.

Languages can support
one another by playing both 
reinforcing as well
as complementary roles.

[[Choenni et al. 2023]]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.13286.pdf


This was the starting point for 
our year long open science AYA 
multilingual project kicked off.





14 month movement which resulted in state of art dataset 
and model.

Aya Movement 54

cohere.com/research/aya

Read our research, Aya Dataset: An 
Open-Access Collection for Multilingual 
Instruction Tuning.

Read our research, Aya Model: An Instruction 
Finetuned Open-Access Multilingual Language 
Model.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.06619
https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.06619
https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.06619
https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07827
https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07827
https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07827


Expanding multilingual to double languages. Comparison with 
state-of-the-art baselines

Aya 
Model

🔥mT5

13B

101 languages

mT0 (13B mT5, 46 Langs.)

BLOOMZ (175B BLOOM, 46 Langs.)

mT0x (13B mT5, 101 Langs.)

Bactrian-X (13B Llama, 52 Langs.)

OKAPI (7B Llama & BLOOM, 26 Langs.)



03 Aya Dataset & Collection 56
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Release largest multilingual data collection 
to-date.

https://hf.co/datasets/CohereForAI/aya_dataset https://hf.co/datasets/CohereForAI/aya_collection https://hf.co/datasets/CohereForAI/aya_evaluation_suite



This was the starting point for 
our year long open science AYA 
multilingual project kicked off.



Aya Dataset 
& Collection

03

Accelerating Multilingual AI through open science
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3000 collaborators building a cross-institutional dataset.



A research initiative spanning 119 countries.



Aya Dataset and 
Collection – 
We build a huge 
collection of 
multilingual 
instruction data 
with human 
annotations, 
manual curations,
quality check, and
translation.  



Aya Dataset and Collection is the largest instruction mixture with 
permissive licence 



Exceptional contribution for low-resource languages!



We also found it important to reward quality in the UI with an AYA score.

Research papers on 
both model and 
dataset release.

 

Open science 
contributors review each 
other, resulting already 
in clear gains in quality.

This allows us to 
estimate quality at scale 
with a ever changing 
annotator pool.



AYA original 
annotations

xP3x dataset

Not only quantity but also quality → longer multilingual instructions  



66
Aya Collection Surpasses Previous Multilingual Datasets in 
terms of quality

The quality of instruction data 
significantly influences the 
performance of the fine-tuned 
language model. 

Through a global assessment, we 
enlisted annotators to assess 
the quality of various 
multilingual data collections. 
This process revealed that Aya's 
original annotations received the 
highest approval ratings from 
both native and fluent speakers. 

cohere.com/research/ayaAccelerating multilingual AI through open science



Aya Model
04

Accelerating Multilingual AI through open science
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Aya model is a massively multilingual instruction-following LLM with a diverse 
multilingual data mixture and comprehensive evaluation suite    



Expanding to double languages. Comparison with 
state-of-the-art baselines

Aya 
Model

🔥mT5

13B

101 languages

mT0 (13B mT5, 46 Langs.)

BLOOMZ (175B BLOOM, 46 Langs.)

mT0x (13B mT5, 101 Langs.)

Bactrian-X (13B Llama, 52 Langs.)

OKAPI (7B Llama & BLOOM, 26 Langs.)



How to improve data quality and 
diversity?



Large scale datasets are typically an unknown.

71

● Data is randomly crawled from the internet
● Billions of examples
● Data quality is low
● Manual inspection / validation is simply impossible
● Simple automated techniques already in place for data cleaning



The volume of data typically used for state of art training is 
infeasible for comprehensive auditing or labelling.

Link here [Sharir et al. 2020]

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0743731518308773
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.08900.pdf


It has become the norm 
to finetune on ever larger 
sets of “collections” – a 
set of tasks where often 

data provenance or 
characteristics is not 

known.  

“The Data Provenance Initiative:
A Large Scale Audit of Dataset Licensing & Attribution in AI” Longpre et al. 2023

Instruction finetuning  datasets despite being smaller are 
also increasingly opaque.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.16787.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.16787.pdf


Data pruning and weighting is a promising direction.

There is increasing 
evidence that efforts to 
better curate training 
corpus, including 
deduping, pruning data 
and increasing the 
available training corpus 
size can compensate for 
the need for larger 
networks and/or improve 
training dynamics. Kreutzer at al. 2022

Lee et al. 2022 

Muennighoff et al. 
2023

https://direct.mit.edu/tacl/article/doi/10.1162/tacl_a_00447/109285
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.06499.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.16264.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.16264.pdf


Our recent work was at the 
pre-training level – showing  
internet level scale shows we 
can improve over our 
no-pruning baseline while 
training on as little as 30% of 
the original training dataset.

[[Marion et al. 2023]] 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.04564


For RLHF, our recent work also look at how to prioritize limited 
human annotation time.

[[Boubdir et al. 2023]] 

We reduce instances of indecisive 
(or “tie”) outcomes by up to 54% 
compared to a random sample 
when focusing on the top-20 
percentile of prioritized instances.

This helps save valuable human 
feedback for the most important 
instances.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.14424.pdf


For instruction-finetuning there is the question of task mixing, task 
coverage diversity and the impact on quality.

[[Longpre et al. 2022]]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13688.pdf


Our learnings from AYA: 

● Currently available 
open source 
multilingual instruction 
finetuning datasets 
have extremely short 
completions.

● Also suffers from 
extremely low prompt 
diversity. 

[[Longpre et al. 2022]]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13688.pdf


We collected feedback from native speakers on each dataset, and 
found a large spread in perceived quality of datasets.



Extremely short completions – often a symptom of instruction 
finetuned datasets constructed using templates. 

[[Longpre et al. 2022]]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13688.pdf


And consistent with results that show that the most 
permissive licensed datasets tend to have the shortest 
completions. 

[[Longpre et al. 2022]]

Commercial 
licenses have 
mean target 
length of 102.7 
vs 1580 for the 
more restrictive 
non-commercial
.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13688.pdf


Lack of prompt diversity – partly a symptom of having very 
few people contribute prompt templates.



We aggressively manually pruned by removing dataset/prompts with 
very short answers or with ones with similar prompts (no diversity) 

xP3x
We have manually 
inspected, annotated 
and removed much 
of the worst 
academic datasets 
with short 
completions, not 
conversational style.

We removed 50% of prompt 
templates across 47 
datasets from English split 
with low quality (in xP3x).

xP3x - cleaned



50% in English and 44% in non-English templates are filtered out



[boolq_super_glue/could you tell me...]

"inputs": "United States raw milk debate -- The FDA considers hard, aged cheese, such as parmesan 
and cheddar, made from raw milk to be generally safe for consumption; soft cheese made from raw 
milk is considered unsafe. [...] Having read that, could you tell me is all cheese in the united 
states pasteurized? 

"output": "No"

[qqp_glue/answer]

"inputs": "Can an answer to "Are there any happily married couples whose kundli didn't match?" 
also be used to answer "Are there happily married couples, whose kundli didn't matched?"? 

"output": "Yes"

We removed dataset/prompts with very short answers or with 
ones with similar prompts (no diversity) 



We combined Aya dataset and collection with existing 
**high-quality** instructions 

Carefully selected and pruned multilingual 
templates from 3 sources:
1) xP3x, a multilingual collection of 

academic datasets
2) Aya Template Collection, templated 

data subset from AYA Collection
3) Data Provenance Collection, 

permissively licenced data collection

Machine translated datasets into 93 
languages

Aya Dataset, a fully human-curated dataset 
of instructions

Synthetic instructions generated by Cohere 
Command and translated afterward into 93 
languages 

101 languages

203 million examples



Optimization Open Questions. Is 
translation  a viable 

augmentation strategy?



Carefully selected and 
pruned multilingual 
templates

101 languages
203M example 

Massive multilingual 
instruction tuning 
mixture

Our final training mix consisted of templated data, rare human annotations and 
translated data. But how to select the right balance of each?

Machine translated 
datasets into 101 
languages

Synthetic instructions 
powered by Command

Human curated 
Aya Dataset and 
Collection



We experimented with 
weighting importance 
of each data sources 
–

Important for 
balancing 
multilinguality with 
downstream 
performance 



For each weighting ablation we trained a separate model.



To evaluate: Extensive multilingual evaluation on multiple 
evaluation categories on many languages

99 languages

13 datasets

6 distinct evaluation types:
● Unseen zero-shot tasks 
● General purpose unseen 

dataset (5-shot)
● In-distribution generative 

tasks
● Human eval
● LLM simulated eval 
● Safety eval

Evaluation at a glance:

Unseen tasks, or tasks the model has 
not been trained on:
1) Discriminative, to test how the 

model distinguishes between 
different types of inputs 

2) General purpose, to test the 
models ability to handle diverse 
situations

Safety, toxicity, and bias measures, to test 
for harmful outputs.

Human and simulated evaluation, to test 
quality and nuances of responses

In-distribution generative tasks, to test 
for generation of new outputs based on 
statistical distribution of original model



We see on both unseen zero-shot tasks and in-distribution 
generative tasks benefit from translation variant the most (on 
average).



However, even when weighted towards translation – each data 
source contributes to the downstream performance



For final Aya translate model – we observe larger improvement in 
MR and LR languages



Optimization Open Questions: is 
there a tension between 

performance on discriminative 
tasks and open ended tasks?



We observe a tension between discriminative tasks and 
open-ended generations. This is tension between how models 
used to be evaluated (academic benchmarks) vs used today.



Academic benchmarks often require short completions. Are not 
representative of how humans want to engage with language 
models.  

Discriminative 
tasks

XNLI

XCOPA

XWino

XStory

Discriminative 
tasks

English:
Sentence 1: The options are not that attractive.
Sentence 2: The choices are not too appealing.
Label: Entailment



Aya model presents much more fluid and longer completions, so 
discriminative tasks alone don’t capture gap in quality.



Gap between model quality becomes much more clear when 
using human win rate comparisons.

Which completion is better given 
following prompt? 

AYA 

"inputs": "What are 5 ways to eat 
apples?" 

"output": "eating apples raw"

"inputs": "What are 5 ways to eat apples?" 

"output": "1. Cut the apple into halves and 
place them in a bowl. 2. Add a few drops of 
lemon juice and eat the apple as a side. 3. 
Cut the apple into slices and place them in 
a bowl. 4. Add a few drops of lemon juice"

mT0



Human eval comparisons show dominant preference for Aya vs 
mT0 (46 language), mT0x (101 language), BX (52 language).



Parting thoughts – evaluation for aya involved as much building new 
evaluations as the difficulty of evaluation.

Muennighoff et al.

Some amount of overlap in 
languages covered between 
benchmarks – French and 
Spanish overindexed.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2211.01786.pdf


Final piece: we open source multilingual dataset evaluation suite 
for open-ended generations



Parting thoughts



Accelerating Multilingual AI through open science cohere.com/research/aya
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at a Glance



If you talk to a man in a 
language he understands, that 
goes to his head. If you talk to 
him in his own language, that 

goes to his heart.

Nelson Mandela



Let’s open up for questions.



Aya model

Intriguing Properties of Quantization at Scale Arash 
Ahmadian, Saurabh Dash, Hongyu Chen, Bharat 
Venkitesh, Stephen Gou, Phil Blunsom, Ahmet Üstün, Sara 
Hooker [[paper link]]

When Less is More: Investigating Data Pruning for 
Pretraining LLMs at Scale Max Marion, Ahmet Üstün, 
Luiza Pozzobon, Alex Wang, Marzieh Fadaee, Sara Hooker 
[[paper link]]

The state of sparsity in deep neural networks Trevor 
Gale, Erich Elsen, Sara Hooker [[paper link]]

Feel free to reach out if any of these ideas is 
relevant to work you are doing..

Final takeaways:

Recent breakthroughs in NLP - 
combination of changes in 
optimization, scale (of both data and 
weights)

Key challenge - efficiency of our 
chosen representation. The 
relationship between weights and 
generalization is not well understood.

Promising directions of improving 
efficiency – includes both algorithmic, 
hardware-software and data space.

Tension between theoretical and 
practical motivations – some 
cherished theoretical techniques do 
not produce speed ups. 
.
Email: sarahooker@cohere.com

Questions?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.19268
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2309.04564.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09574

